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PETROLEUM

401 Volvo Parkway, Chesapeake, VA 23320

Telephone 1.800.422.7270  |  Fax 757.436.1896 

www.alpolic-americas.com  |  Email: info@alpolic.com

 

WE’RE INVESTED
IN YOUR SUCCESS

We understand the pressure to get the 
job done on time and on budget.  When 

it comes to metal composite material 
manufacturers, you deserve a reliable 

partner who will deliver quality products, 
responsive customer care, and a 
competitive edge. That’s why at  

ALPOLIC, the details matter.  



Trust ALPOLIC to be  
the face of your brand
Color is our foundation.  Since 1991,  
we have supplied our metal composite 
materials to some of the most well-known 
companies in the petroleum industry.  

We help you stand out with customers 
without the worry of fading, peeling, or 
warping  in colors that can be custom 
matched to your brand’s unique needs. 

Let us help  your station canopy and 
storefront  be a beacon for business. 

FEATURES BENEFITS

Strongest Warranty Protects the value of your brand, eliminating installation costs to the 
station owner for manufacturers defects.

Primed Both Sides of Skin
Inhibits oxidation and white rust that can adversely affect paint and 
core adhesion. 

AAMA 2605 FEVE Paint
Highest performance criteria for architectural paint, exceeding10 years 
in south Florida exposure test.

High Gloss Finish
Unbeatable gloss levels without having to use a polyester resin system, 
which will not hold up to UV rays.

We can produce striped products, meaning you can get two or three 
Custom Production colors in one panel. Provides flexibility in custom colors or custom  

sizes/cores to give client exactly what they want. 

Sizes: 3mm, 4mm A range of thicknesses to meet application needs.

Custom Lengths Need a custom length? We can do that without an upcharge.

Technical Service Dedicated resource for navigating performance, application, and 
Department code compliance.  

Squared Sheet Eliminates the need to have to square one side before fabrication. 

Product Good Side Easier loading onto CNC table. 
Up or Down

WHY CHOOSE ALPOLIC®

Telephone 1.800.422.7270  |  www.alpolic-americas.com

Order samples today at www.alpolic-americas.com/samples




